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“T he A xiEco Protect
improves the ef ficiency
of the entire system”
Dear Customers, Partners and Friends of ebm-papst,
The next stage of the Energy-Related Products (ErP) Directive from the European Union
will probably take place in 2022 at the latest – this means the requirements for fan
efficiency will again become more stringent. In commercial refrigeration technology
especially, for example when it comes to refrigerating foodstuffs, many axial fans used in
evaporators will not be able to overcome this more stringent efficiency hurdle. This is
especially true if they are equipped with AC motors.
With the AxiEco Protect, we are now introducing an axial fan series to the market
which can easily meet the next ErP stage in this design as well. Not only are these axial
fans – in five sizes from 300 to 500 – highly efficient, they are also a true plug & play
solution. We have created the design and mechanical interfaces universally in such a way
that installing the AxiEco Protect requires only minimum adjustment on the customer's
device.
As you already know, we at ebm-papst approach innovations with the aim of making the new product economically and environmentally better than its predecessor – this
also applies to the AxiEco Protect. This can be seen in the noticeably improved pressure
stability that it demonstrates. What does this mean specifically? In refrigeration technology, evaporator applications are often used in the case of high levels of humidity and temperatures below freezing point; ice formation on the heat exchanger is thus an important
topic. With increasing ice formation, the operating point of the fan shifts upward due to
the increasing back pressure. Typical axial fans have a relatively flat characteristic curve
and therefore reach the saddle area faster, in which their efficiency dramatically reduces
and the heat exchanger needs to be defrosted.
We have altered the flow machine of the AxiEco Protect in such a way that it
features a noticeably steeper characteristic curve. In the event of back pressure, it can
therefore work for a longer period of time with a high degree of efficiency. Thus, the service life of the evaporator is extended and the number of defrosting cycles decreases – the
efficiency of the entire system is therefore improved.
Have we piqued your interest? Then read the article about the AxiEco Protect and the other
exciting topics in this issue!
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Energy efficient and stable under pressure

Robust A xial Fans
for Refrigeration,
Ventilation and
Air Conditioning

When used in evaporators, heat pumps, or other ventilation and
air conditioning devices, axial fans must satisfy rigorous requirements. After all, the cold side of the cooling circuit is known for
its harsh ambient conditions. This is why electrically and mechanically robust solutions are in demand – but they also have to
function with maximum energy efficiency. When the next stage of
the ErP Directive goes into effect at the latest, the AC axial fans in
widespread use in evaporators, for example, will reach their limits.
Given the circumstances, ebm‑papst has developed a new axial fan
series whose AC variants also meet future ErP requirements.
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AXIECO PROTECT
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F

ans function efficiently when their optimal oper-

er-pressure is high, the fans function at high efficiency. As

ating range is harmonized with the application’s

a result, even AC designs satisfy the requirements of the

requirements. Fans in evaporators must over-

future ErP Directive. Manufacturers can now choose the

come high counter-pressure since the ice that

technology upon which they prefer to rely. And service life,

often forms on the heat exchanger constricts the

the interval between defrost cycles, is also extended. This

air channels. From that point of departure, motor and fan

also saves energy and increases the device’s overall efficiency.

specialist ebm-papst developed AxiEco Protect (Fig. 1), a new

axial fan series in both EC and AC technology. It features

New aerodynamics concept

high efficiency and unusually high stability under pressure.
AxiEco Protect’s air performance curve has a much steeper

The key to the increased efficiency and higher pressure

slope than that of comparable axial fans (Fig. 2). In practical

increase of AxiEco Protect fans is aerodynamic optimiza-

use, this results in several benefits. Even when the count-

tion. For example, the impeller, integrated diffusor ring, and

A xiEco features high ef ficiency and unusually
high stability under pressure.

ebm-papst

FIGURE 1: The new
AxiEco Protect in
EC technology (left)
and AC technology
(right)
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F I G U R E 2 : The air performance
curve of the AxiEco Protect has
a much steeper slope than that
of the HyBlade while maintaining the high efficiency level.

hub form a compact unit and the blade tips seamlessly join

inlet ring that immerses in the impeller and a larger outlet

the integrated diffusor ring. This eliminates the head gap

opening, the fan has an optimal flow (Fig. 3, p. 8).

between nozzle and impeller, also eliminating the blade tip
overtopping seen in conventional axial fans. The new design

Perfectly harmonized to different applications

increases efficiency and reduces noise at the same time. The
integrated diffusor ring also functions as a diffuser that is

With many practical design details, the new AxiEco Pro-

directly integrated into the impeller. It increases the pressure,

tect has been optimized for ventilation, refrigeration and

resulting in reduced exit loss and less noise. Thanks to the

air conditioning applications. When used in evaporators or

The key to the increased ef ficiency and higher pressure increase of A xiEco Protect fans is aerodynamic
optimization.
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Existing solution HyBlade

New solution AxiEco Protect

F I G U R E 3 : Thanks
to its optimal flow
conditions, AxiEco
Protect continues
to function efficiently even when
counter-pressure
increases.

With many practical design details, the new
A xiEco Protect has been optimized for ventilation,
refrigeration and air conditioning applications.
heat pumps, the axial fan series makes both service work

from splashing when the fan is restarted. The more stringent

and compliance with hygiene rules easier. It will never be

the hygiene requirements, the more important this feature

possible to fully prevent ice formation on heat exchangers

becomes. Splash water must be prevented from contami-

and fans. But it is possible to minimize it, which also extends

nating food stored in open containers whenever possible,

their service life. Many users have wished for reduced ice

for example.

formation, and the developers fulfilled their wish in the new

The fans come in sizes 300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 and

series by applying several measures. The new flow profile of

are available in EC and AC design (Fig. 4). With air flows

AxiEco Protect fans ensures that guard grills do not ice as

of up to 12,000 m³/h and pressures of up to 450 Pa, they are

quickly. And the impeller with the integrated diffusor ring

ideal for a number of typical applications in refrigeration, air

has been produced in highly resistant plastic, a material that,

conditioning and ventilation technology, and can be used

in and of itself, discourages icing. The fans’ guard grill is

for both pressure and suction. As a compact plug & play

made of metal, which means that it is highly robust. The rea-

solution, they are easily integrated into applications. In the

son for this is that mechanical means are usually employed

easiest cases, they can be placed on an existing short nozzle.

to remove the ice forming on the grill.

The new AxiEco Protect fans satisfy the requirements

Drainage channels on the fan blades ensure that after

of the next ErP stage, regardless of the motor technology

routine defrosting, melt water can easily drain towards the

used. And the fans with EC motors offer many more advan-

drip pan provided at the evaporator. They prevent the fan

tages. In comparison to AC motors, EC motors function

blades from freezing up. At the same time, water is prevented

with considerably higher efficiency. They also generate less
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Air performance
curves of the new
AxiEco Protect
axial fans in EC
technology.

waste heat, an important advantage for chilling applications.

ripening of sensitive fruit and vegetables in storage, and

Needs-based controls and fan monitoring via 0-10 V signal or

varying day and night operation. The new features enable

MODBUS are also possible. These features help the EC fans

needs-based air flow to be easily set in ventilation applica-

to work very efficiently in the partial-load range as well, and

tions as well. As of fall 2020, an advanced development will

significantly reduce energy consumption. This facilitates

allow the robust fans to be used in mechanical engineering

individual adaptation to particular cooling requirements.

alongside additional refrigeration, ventilation and air con-

Typical examples include the maturing of cheese and the

ditioning applications.

A U T H O R S A R E PAT R I C K S T E R N , P R O D U C T & M A R K E T
M A N A G E R A N D D A N I E L G E B E R T, A E R O D Y N A M I C S
D E V E L O P M E N T B O T H AT E B M - PA P S T M U L F I N G E N .
Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O N T H I S T O P I C ?
PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR QUESTION TO:

Patrick.Stern@de.ebmpapst.com
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Moving individual items in intralogistics

Drives
with local
intelligence
There is an increasing focus on simplifying the flow of materials and goods, with the objective of achieving uninterrupted
flow with long service life and economical operation of
conveyor systems. Nearly every sector is affected; luggage and
parcels need to be moved along roller conveyors and routed
or sorted over diverts just as reliably as containers with small
parts or entire pallets. Smart, compact and powerful electric
drives with integrated control electronics open up new and
interesting possibilities here. They can be installed easily and
require little space, making complex pneumatic solutions at
diverts or on lifting units unnecessary.
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A

vailability, speed, flexibility, and often com-

ment in new systems, upgrades or expansions powered by

pactness as well, are among the most import-

compact electric drives with integrated control electronics.

ant requirements for systems for the in-house
movement of materials. The solutions typically

Efficient sorting and diverting

employed to date reach their limits here. They

require many different components, space usually cannot be

The rollers on a sorting gate or a crossbelt sorter (Fig. 1)

optimally utilized, reaction times often leave something to

have thus far been driven via a transmission, toothed belt

be desired, and the solutions are scalable only under limited

and cam by an AC motor controlled by a variable frequency

circumstances. Two examples – a sorting system and a roller

drive, with a pneumatic cylinder operating the divert. Two

conveyor for pallets – illustrate the potential for improve-

sensors are needed for the pneumatic system’s end position

With compact and intelligent electric drives, this automation problem can now be solved much more elegantly,
with fewer components and without compressed air.

Rollers and offload drive

Discharge

at divert

roller

nullplus/Adobe Stock

Feed roller

FIGURE 1: In a sorting gate or a crossbelt
sorter, the intelligent roller drive is installed right in the feed rollers and there
is room in the frame for the compact
divert drive.
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F I G U R E 2 : Intelligent
drives are also used in
classical pallet conveyor
systems – with fewer
components and without
compressed air.

detection. In addition, there are the pneumatics controller and the

sary, a single drive can shift the divert in two directions. The classical

relatively expensive compressed air supply.

arrangement needs a second pneumatic cylinder for this, also with

With compact and intelligent electric drives, this automation

two sensors for end position detection. So for two-way diverts, it is

problem can now be solved much more elegantly, with fewer compo-

even possible to dispense with three sensors. This is also of interest for

nents and without compressed air. The roller drive is installed right in

refits because the EC drive can, with appropriate parameterization, act

the feed rollers and there is room in the frame for the compact divert

as a pneumatic lift cylinder and is thus backward compatible.

drive. Better use is thus made of the available space since there are
practically no protrusions. The belts can be positioned closer together

Pallet transport without higher-level control system

horizontally or vertically or positioned close to the floor.
Installation is also simplified, in particular because no com-

A rethink is also worthwhile for classical pallet conveyor systems

pressed air lines need to be mounted and no mechanical force trans-

(Fig. 2). If intelligent drives – drives that communicate directly among

fer elements such as toothed belts are needed. In addition, only one

themselves – are added to the individual segments, a higher-level con-

sensor is needed for position detection at the divert and, if neces-

trol system is no longer needed for pressure-free transport (Fig. 3).

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 3 : The intelligent drives in the
individual segments
communicate directly among themselves
and ensure pressure-free transport
of the pallets.
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F I G U R E 4 : The intelligent
drives in the individual segments communicate directly
among themselves and ensure pressure-free transport
of the pallets.

The compact EC drives from ebm-papst owe their
intelligence to their integrated K4 control electronics.
The sensor signal for determining the pallet’s position is read

speed, positioning or torque mode. The fully integrated con-

directly into the compact drive; here, too, the drives can be

trol electronics also provide several analog and digital inputs

installed in the rollers and there are no protrusions and the

and outputs, which can be configured via an RS485 interface.

number of required components is reduced. Instead of a hig-

The drive’s functionality during operation can also be con-

her-level control system and a variable frequency drive, AC

trolled by monitoring numerous quantities such as voltage,

motor and sensor, only an intelligent compact drive with sen-

current, speed, temperature, etc.
Depending on application requirements, the powerful

sor is needed for each segment.

control electronics can be integrated in various external or

Integrated electronics for motors from the modular drive system

internal rotor EC motors. The different series are designed

The compact EC drives from drive specialist ebm-papst owe

found for every requirement. Output power reaches 120 watts

their intelligence to their integrated K4 control electronics,

for the electronically commutated VARIODRIVE Compact

which include a compact, power output stage and can run the

external rotor motors (Fig. 4) and 750 watts for the ECI series

as modular systems so that an appropriate solution can be

motor down to standstill using a field-oriented closed-loop

of internal rotor motors (Fig. 5), making trouble-free trans-

control module. The K4 control electronics make it possible

port possible even for very heavy pallets. The drive systems

to tailor a drive to an application’s requirements. Three main

can be quickly and flexibly adapted to the specific task at hand

operating modes are possible, with the motor working in

thanks to their modular design. In other words, they can be
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combined with transmissions, encoders and brakes as needed. Several

include industry-standard connectors, in which the radial angled plug

thousand variants are possible in all, with designated preferred types

with bayonet connector can rotate and engages automatically. An

ready to ship within 48 hours.

axial plug is available for space-critical applications; as an alternative,

The motors also impress with their length. The active compo-

a preassembled cable connection is also possible.

nents (wound stator and rotor equipped with magnets) of the internal rotor motors, for example, are just 20, 40 or – in the most powerful variant – 60 mm long, meaning they can be easily accommodated
in the limited space available in the rollers and system frames. Various

A U T H O R I S PAT R I C K S C H U M A C H E R , H E A D O F

transmission modules are available to raise the output torque to the

P R O D U C T M A N A G E M E N T, I N D U S T R I A L D R I V E

level required by an application. Alongside planetary and spur gears,

T E C H N O L O G Y AT E B M - PA P S T S T. G E O R G E N .

space-saving EtaCrown crown gearheads based on innovative crown-

Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N

gear technology can also be supplied, for example. If the application

ON THIS TOPIC? PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR
QUESTION TO:

in question demands holding or safety brakes, such as for safely maintaining the position of lifting equipment in the event of a power
supply failure, modules with permanent-magnet or spring-operated
brakes can be added to the drive unit. Redundant encoder systems

Patrick.Schumacher@de.ebmpapst.com

are possible for safety-relevant applications.
The drive systems fulfill the requirements of protection class
IP54 while also offering flexible means of electrical connection. These

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 5 : With diameters of 42, 63 and
80 mm, the EC internal
rotor motors cover a
power range from 30
to 750 watts and can
be quickly and flexibly
adapted to the task at
hand thanks to their
modular design.
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Hydrogen as a fuel for heating boilers

The energy
of the future
As a clean energy supply, hydrogen could
revolutionize the heating technology sector.
The first experiments are already under way
and ebm-papst is also preparing the gas-air
composite systems of its gas condensing
units for this climate-neutral fuel.

A

long time ago, when coal was still the top fuel and renewable energies were still long from being discussed, Jules
Vernes made a prediction in his 1874 novel “The Mysterious Island”: “Water is the coal of the future. The energy of
tomorrow is water, broken down using electrical energy.

The broken-down elements, hydrogen and oxygen, will ensure the earth’s
power supply for an indefinite period of time.” Almost 150 years after the

French author wrote these words, his vision is still a long way from being
achieved. However, given the challenges presented by climate change and
the search for new energy sources, hydrogen, as an energy supply, is gaining increased attention from the world of politics, science and industry.
After all, the benefits are clear: when it is burned, only water is emitted,
rather than harmful carbon dioxide.
The downside is that hydrogen almost always appears on earth as a
compound. Obtaining it requires a lot of energy. As Jules Vernes outlined,
this can be done using electrolysis, allowing water to be broken down
into hydrogen and oxygen using electricity. This means that the fuel can
only be climate-neutral if the electricity used comes from climate-friendly
sources. This is where renewable energies come in. Developing them
will make it ever more necessary to store excess energy that cannot be
fed immediately into the grid over longer periods of time. After all, the
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F I G U R E 1 : Apartment complex in
Rozenburg heated with hydrogen.
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THE ENERGY OF THE FUTURE

THE ENERGY OF THE FUTURE

F I G U R E 2 : The basic principle of the
fuel condensing boiler also works with
hydrogen, but only if the components
are adapted accordingly. Hydrogen
burns differently to natural gas.

ebm-papst
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Using hydrogen in heating systems can significantly
contribute towards climate protection.
wind and sun do not answer to levels of demand. This cli-

launched a program called “Hy4Heat” to determine which

mate-friendly electricity can be used in power-to-gas plants

technical and logistical hurdles need to be overcome in

to produce hydrogen, for example. As households produce a

order to gradually increasing the proportion of hydrogen.

large proportion of CO2 emissions, using hydrogen in heat-

Doing so would have a particularly positive effect, consider-

ing systems could significantly contribute towards climate

ing that 80 percent of households in Great Britain rely on

protection. Producing it is still very costly, but the heating

gas, which is a particularly high amount when compared

technology sector is raring to go.

with the international average. The country’s third largest
city Leeds is planning to move part of its gas network to 100

Hydrogen is gaining ground

percent hydrogen in the medium term. Similar ideas can
be found on the continent, or more precisely in the Neth-

Enriching natural gas with four to six percent hydrogen is

erlands. Here, resources from natural gas fields will soon be

already permitted, depending on the gas characteristic val-

depleted. In Rozenburg, Rotterdam there are already field

ues as per process sheet G260 from DVGW (the German

tests in place with 100 percent hydrogen enrichment (Fig. 1,

association for gas and water). But would it be possible to

p. 17). Yet, when it comes to power-to-gas plants, Germany is

switch entirely to hydrogen? Several projects are under way

the country leading the way again. In test plants, researchers

to answer just that. For example, the British government has

are investigating how to generate as much hydrogen as pos-
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ebm-papst

F I G U R E 3 : The “NRV 118 –
Hydrogen” is ideally suited
to hydrogen use.

sible with the least amount of energy usage, and there are

of the components in the fuel condensing boiler must be

various studies on converting gas pipe lines into hydrogen

adapted accordingly and monitored with relevant checks.

pipes lines. In a nutshell: the market is on the move.

The compatibility of the materials must also be checked,
and the flammability requires particular attention (see

Challenges for manufacturers

table, p.21). The flame speed is eight times higher than with
methane, meaning that manufacturers cannot work with

That is why several manufacturers are working on preparing

the same burners. The pressure loss increases and the power

their condensing units for clean energy supplies (Fig. 2). The

of the blower has to be optimized. Mostly importantly, it

aim is to achieve this with as few technical and construc-

has to be ensured that the ignition does not happen too

tional changes as possible. The good news is that the current

late. Hydrogen is very reactive and ignites a lot better than

operating principle can remain the same. However, due to

methane. Therefore, the combustion controller has to fac-

the characteristics of hydrogen, several issues have been to

tor in shorter ignition times. Another sticking point is that

considered: leak requirements, the compatibility of materi-

the usual flame measurement procedures using ionization

als and, most importantly, its flammability.

cannot be implemented when checking and monitoring the

Taking leaks into account, hydrogen is the lightest of
all chemical elements with the lowest density. It has a higher

combustion. As a result, heater manufacturers have to test
new sensors or thermocouples.

permeability than natural gas through elastomers and plas-

Another key issue is that hydrogen has a smaller lower

tics and, due to its slightly lower dynamic viscosity, it has

heating value than methane but its Wobbe index, important

a slightly higher leak rate than natural gas. The tightness

for the interchangeability of fuel gas, is almost as high. For

The NRV 118 from ebm-papst is already designed for use
with a hydrogen propor tion of up to 10 percent.
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F I G U R E 4 : It is still a vision,
but hydrogen could replace
natural gas in the future and
take over heat generation as a
climate-neutral fuel.

an optimum mixture in the venturi, the gas/air ratio controls have to

modulations can be run because the gas valve can be optimally con-

be adapted accordingly. As a result, the interaction between the gas

trolled by negative pressure. All in all, this means that manufacturers

blowers, venturi and gas valve is of great importance.

can count on the “NRV 118 Hydrogen” when using 100 percent hydrogen. It will be some time before the clean fuel can be used extensively

NRV 118 ready for H2

for heating (Fig. 4). Yet, if developments in science, politics and indus-

The NRV 118 (Fig. 3, p. 19) from ebm-papst is already designed for

reality before long.

try continue as they are, Jules Vernes’ fictional vision may become a

use with a hydrogen proportion of up to 10 percent without changes
being required. The engineers at the Landshut site put the established NRV 118 composite system through several investigations and

AUTHOR IS JÜRGEN SCHWALME, HEAD OF

initial field tests to check its suitability for hydrogen. The result: with

A P P L I C AT I O N R E G I O N S & C E R T I F I C AT I O N AT
E B M - PA P S T L A N D S H U T.

some changes, the composite system can be adapted for use with

Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N

100 percent hydrogen. The tightness of the gas valve and blower was

ON THIS TOPIC? PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR

increased and the plastics and metals used were checked for their

QUESTION TO:

suitability.
Another benefit became clear: thanks to special pre-mixture
equipment, the NRV 118 is ideally suited to hydrogen use. The “pre-

Juergen.Schwalme@de.ebmpapst.com

fan-mix” gas blower compensates for the lower Wobbe index and
hydrogen’s smaller lower heating value in the suction operation.
There is no need for more complex control lines. Furthermore, higher
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TA B L E :

Comparing the properties of hydrogen, methane and propane.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT FOR MANUFACTURERS OF FUEL
CONDENSING BOILERS WHEN CONVERTING TO HYDROGEN.
1. T he flame speed is eight times higher than with methane. The blowers have to be adapted to the burners’ higher pressure loss.
2. Due to the slightly decreased dynamic viscosity, leaks have to be considered.
3. Hydrogen has a high permeability. Suitable elastomer tools have to be used.
4. F lame measurement procedures using ionization are not possible with 100 percent hydrogen. Manufacturers have to test new sensors
or thermocouples.
5. Ignition loads and ignition times have to be kept as low and short as possible with pure hydrogen.
6. T he lower heating value of hydrogen is smaller than methane. This makes a perfectly coordinated gas/air ratio control even more
important.
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Versatile modular system

iaginzburg, Adobe Stock

Customized drive solutions
for medical equipment
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Medical equipment places high demands on the
drive technology used in it; among the most
important are reliability, precision, extremely
smooth operation and low heat generation. However, medical equipment manufacturers have a
variety of wishes that go beyond these, for example
with regard to drive power, transmission variants,
reduction stages, closed-loop control systems or
connectors. For these reasons, combining a variety
of different modules to create customized drive
solutions is a useful approach.

M

edical technology is a broad field and many of its applications need
drive systems, including dental chairs (Fig. 1, p. 24) with their adjustable headrests, diagnostic equipment and CT scanners (Fig. 2, p. 24),
X-ray and physical therapy equipment, lighting systems for operating
rooms, and automated positioning units in operating tables, stair

lifts and the like. Such applications often call for compact drives with relatively low

power that have to work very reliably and with high positioning accuracy. Durability, quiet operation, a wide range of speeds and precise speed control are additional
requirements to be met. For such cases, users are well advised to use the configurable

ECI-42 drives from drive specialist ebm-papst. The modular system for drives enables
customers to put together customized variants by combining various tested and validated modules such as brakes, encoders, etc. (Fig. 3, p. 25).

42 mm motor, transmission, brake and encoder
A great deal of application expertise is involved in the development of compact, electronically commutated, brushless internal rotor motors. This makes them perfect for
use in medical equipment, and their users benefit from complete drive solutions from
a single source. High power density makes the drives very compact, which is helpful
when designing equipment as it often enables more compact dimensions.
At the heart of all the configurations is a brushless, electronically commutated
internal rotor motor with a diameter of 42 mm and stator lengths of 20 or 40 mm. It
achieves output levels of around 45 or 90 watts at a nominal torque of 110 or 220 mNm
and a nominal speed of 4,000 rpm. Its efficiency rating is up to 80%. The motors come
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in standard designs of 24 and 48 VDC safety extra-low volt-

If the application in question demands holding or safety

age. Hall sensors for rotor position detection are integrated,

brakes for quick emergency stop or, for example, to safely

and the motor is actuated by an external, closed-loop con-

maintain the position of lifting equipment in the event of

troller. Integrated electronics modules with functionality such

a power supply failure, modules with permanent-magnet or

as speed or position control with optional bus interface are

spring-operated brakes can be added to the drive unit, ruling

already in development.

out risks for the patient. In this way, positions can also be held
precisely and securely over longer periods for X-rays.

Transmission and brake modules for various requirements
Measuring positions with high-resolution encoders
Various transmission modules are available to reduce the high
speed of the internal rotor drives and bring the drive torque

An encoder module can be integrated in the drive unit for pre-

to an appropriate level for the application. Along with plane-

cise position measurement. Its magnetic incremental encoder

tary and spur gears with various reduction ratios, space-saving

works with a resolution of 12 bits, which increases depending

EtaCrown crown gearheads based on innovative crown-gear

on the selected transmission solution so that a precision of up

technology can also be supplied, for example. The Noiseless-

to 0.08 degrees can be achieved at the output shaft. Optional

Plus 42 planetary gearhead guarantees ultra-quiet operation

lower resolutions are also possible.
lute multi-turn module (up to 17-bit resolution in the sing-

gearhead with IP50 or even IP54 degree of protection that also

le-turn and up to 32-bit in the multi-turn range). The rotation

works with the small 42 mm drives.

counter works without batteries, instead using an energy-har-

F I G U R E 1 : Medical equipment often needs compact and
relatively low-powered drives, for example for various
adjustments on dental chairs.

ebm-papst

In the next stage of development, there will be an abso-

extremely rugged, overload-proof one- or two-stage planetary

ebm-papst

and with the Optimax 42 transmission (Fig. 4), there is now an

F I G U R E 2 : CT scanners need reliable and quiet drives
to minimize noise emissions.
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vesting system based on the Wiegand effect so that the energy
needed to store the rotation information is generated from a
rotating magnetic field. That makes backup batteries, transmissions and related maintenance work unnecessary.

Practical connectors
Customized 42 mm drives put together using ebm-papst’s
modular system for drives meet the requirements for IP50 or
IP54 degree of protection and provide a variety of options for
electrical hookup. These include industry-standard connectors,
ebm-papst

in which the radial angled plug with bayonet connector can
rotate and engages automatically. An axial plug is available for
space-critical applications; an alternative, preassembled cable

F I G U R E 3 : The ECI-42 modular system for drives enables customers
to put together customized variants by combining various tested and
validated modules.

connection is also possible.
The industrial-grade drives are ideal for practically all
medical equipment applications that require energy-efficient
small drives. Thanks to defined preferred types, selected drive
configurations can be delivered within 48 hours, which means
that sampling, for example, can be done very quickly. The
drives can be configured and ordered via the online portal

ebm-papst

idt-config.ebmpapst.com.

F I G U R E 4 : With the Optimax 42, there is now an extremely rugged,
overload-proof one- or two-stage planetary gearhead with IP50 or even
IP54 degree of protection that also works with the small 42 mm drives.

A U T H O R S A R E PAT R I C K S C H U M A C H E R , H E A D O F P R O D U C T
MANAGEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL DRIVE TECHNOLOGY AND
J A N A S T R A U ß , M A R K E T M A N A G E R M E D I C A L , B O T H AT
E B M - PA P S T S T. G E O R G E N .
Y O U W O U L D L I K E M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O N T H I S T O P I C ? P L E A S E
ADDRESS YOUR QUESTION TO:

Patrick.Schumacher@de.ebmpapst.com
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Smaller Is More

FanGrid
Solutions for
High Air
Per formance
To achieve high air performance in ventilation technology, large,
single fans are no longer today’s preferred solution. Instead, we
recommend FanGrids: several smaller fans combined to work
together in parallel. These modular systems are very flexible and
efficient, and the redundancy they create increases operating
reliability. With a FanGrid, the ventilation system always has
sufficient reserves even if individual fans are not in operation at a
particular time. And FanGrids with energy-efficient EC fans can
also significantly reduce operating costs.
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FANGRID FOR HIGH AIR PERFORMANCE
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F I G U R E 1 : To achieve high air performance in ventilation technology,
large, single fans are no longer
today’s preferred solution. Instead,
we recommend FanGrids: combining
several smaller fans that work together in parallel.

M

any applications require high air performance. Data

complicated and when a fan needs to be serviced, the system can

centers, large industrial building complexes, hotels,

keep running. The speed of the other fans is adjusted to maintain

residential complexes and hospitals are all typical

constant air performance. During the selection process, the relevant

examples. Replacing one large fan in central air

redundancy requirements can be taken into account. And the air

conditioning systems with FanGrids containing

distribution is much better when several fans are used. Upstream or

several smaller fans that function in parallel provides many benefits

downstream components such as filters and heat exchangers receive

in practice.

a more even airflow (Fig. 2). This results in more efficient air filtering
and improved heat transfer performance.

Smaller, more lightweight and simply better

Today, the benefits of a FanGrid can be leveraged in a wide
range of applications. Motor and fan specialist ebm-papst supplies

In this way, the individual fans can be stacked or arranged in rows

FanGrid modules with RadiPac or RadiCal centrifugal fans. Several

to use the available space to maximum advantage (Fig. 1). Small fans

fans functioning in parallel ensure the required volume of air. Axial

require less installation space and are easier to handle than one large

fans can also be used in FanGrids: today, more and more data center

fan. Thanks to the latter benefit, transport and installation are less

operators rely on “free cooling” (Fig. 3). In classical AHUs, we recom-

ebm-papst

F I G U R E 2 : The air distribution
in the FanGrid (right) is much
better, upstream or downstream
components such as filters or
heat exchangers receive a more
even airflow than if a single fan
is used. This results in more
efficient air filtering and improved
heat transfer performance.
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F I G U R E 3 : “Free
cooling” is becoming
an increasingly popular
alternative for data
centers. Multiple
GreenTech EC centrifugal fans from the
RadiPac or RadiCal
product range operate
in parallel to supply
the necessary volume
of air. FanGrids with
axial fans may also be
used.

mend centrifugal fans instead because they are designed to

adjust air performance to changing circumstances such as

work with higher back pressure. Various sizes with diameters

clogged filters. Temperatures and speeds can be read out for

between 400 and 560 mm are available.

individual fans or specific groups. The relevant status and failure messages can be transmitted directly to the monitoring

Energy-efficient EC technology with convenient closed-loop control

system. Users always have an eye on the FanGrid fans and if
necessary, can plan preventive maintenance on their AHUs.

The driving force behind FanGrids are modern GreenTech EC
drives that function highly energy efficiently in full and par-

Cubes prevent installation loss

tial-load operation, are designed for long service lives, and feature infinitely variable speed control. With over 90% efficiency,

Each centrifugal fan comes with tried and tested support

the motors deliver much more than the values required in

brackets and can be installed in a cube made of molded alu-

efficiency class IE4. The flow machine design also contributes

minum parts and a support plate on the intake side. During

to increased efficiency and quiet operation.

the design phase of the cube-shaped housing, a key factor was

The FanGrid line is rounded out by a new controller

taken into consideration that is often neglected in practice:

from ebm-papst that easily activates fans operated in parallel.

installation loss. If fans are installed too close together, they

It requires minimal wiring work: all fans are simply connected

will influence one another. The rule of thumb: The greater the

via a RS485-MODBUS cable (passthrough). Autoaddressing

volume of air to be moved, the further apart the fans should

makes commissioning easier and individual addresses can be

be. To avoid installation loss, the FanGrid module’s cube has

adjusted directly. The controller has even more to offer. It has

extra generous dimensions.

a 0-10 V interface for positioning commands for synchroni-

The cubes can be stacked or arranged in rows in the

zation from 0 to 100 percent, for example. A pressure sensor

device or pressure chamber. The FanGrid also reliably separa-

on one of the fans enables volume flow control to optimally

tes the intake and pressure sides from each other and custo-
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F I G U R E 4 : Flexible
FanScout selection
software makes it easy
to find the ideal fan
combination.
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mers only have to close the gaps on the wall or housing with bulk-

operating times, this selection software determines the most efficient

head plates. FanGrid modules come as plug & play units with the

FanGrid solution. The amount of installation space available, max-

associated mounting brackets or as complete kits for direct, on-site

imum number of fans required, and redundancy requirements can

installation. The kits consist of the fans, an air inlet grill, bulkhead

also be taken into account.

plate, corner connectors, spacer profiles and bolts.

For the redundancy evaluation, the software specifies how many
fans can be switched off without dropping below the required air

Fan selection made easy

flow. Two important aspects have to be considered. First, the reserve
capacity of the remaining fans must be sufficient to make up for

ebm-papst has a flexible selection tool to help customers find their

the amount of air not being supplied by the non-functioning fans.

optimal combination of fans: the ebm-papst FanScout (Fig. 4). Based

Second, it must also be possible to compensate for the amount of

on up to five application-specific operating points and the anticipated

air flowing back through the stationary fans. There are two variants:

AUTOMATIC RESONANCE DETECTION FOR MORE
OPERATING RELIABILITY
Centrifugal fans are used in a wide range of air conditioning systems.
Depending on the installation situation, there may be resonance in previously unforeseen speed ranges. If the fan is often operated in such critical ranges, the drive motors’ bearing system may be damaged, leading
to fan failure. For system operators, these vibrations can be measured
but are not easy to suppress. In its RadiPac centrifugal fans, ebm-papst
solves the problem with an automatic resonance detection function that
minimizes the effect of vibrations. A test start-up is carried out during

commissioning in which the vibration levels over the entire speed curve
are analyzed. If excessive vibration velocities are detected in specific
ranges, the control software automatically sets itself to fast-forward
through these speed ranges in the future (see Fig. 5). In this way EC
centrifugal fans can be operated without risk of damage. Operators can
manually edit the software settings at any time and always have full
control.
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without backflow and with backflow. FanScout
also maps this.

Imprint

To add further weight to the evaluation of
the various options for the user, FanScout has
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Telefax +49 (0) 7938 81-110
info1@de.ebmpapst.com

a function for determining the life cycle costs
of the combination under consideration. This
involves multiplying the power consumption of
the fans at each operating point by the operating time and electricity costs, and adding up the
total. The result represents the pure operating
costs of the installation over a specified period.
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GmbH & Co. KG
Hermann-Papst-Straße 1
78112 St. Georgen
Phone +49 (0) 7724 81-0
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If the costs for purchase, installation and service
are also entered, the overall costs of the FanGrid
over time will be displayed. This provides users
with a realistic cost assessment and a reliable
basis for their investment decisions.
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If
excessive vibration velocities
are detected in
specific ranges
(above), the
control software
automatically
sets itself to
fast-forward
through these
speed ranges in
the future (see
fig. below).
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FIGURE 5:
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Best under pressure:
the new AxiEco Protect.
The AxiEco Protect works at optimal eﬃciency even with high back pressures – very eﬃciently
and quietly. It is already available in a complete model range. Based on its product properties,
this ErP-compliant axial fan is extremely well-suited for use in refrigeration, ventilation and air
conditioning, and in mechanical engineering.
Learn more about the AxiEco Protect: ebmpapst.com/axieco
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